TOPIC: DISPOSAL OF EXCESS SPOIL: DRAINAGE CONTROLS FOR DURABLE ROCK AND VALLEY FILLS

INQUIRY: Please locate State regulations equivalent to 30 CFR 816/817.72(a)(2) and 816/817.73(f).

SEARCH RESULTS: Using the COALEX Library on LEXIS, state equivalents to the following federal regulations were researched:

1. 816/817.71 Disposal of excess spoil: General requirements
2. 816/817.72 Disposal of excess spoil: Valley fills/ head-of-hollow fills
3. 816/817.73 Disposal of excess spoil: Durable rock fills

The relevant regulations for these states are attached:

1. Alabama
2. Arkansas
3. Colorado
4. Illinois
5. Indiana
6. Kentucky
7. Maryland
8. Missouri
9. New Mexico
10. Ohio
11. Oklahoma
12. Pennsylvania
13. Texas
14. Virginia
15. West Virginia

Also included are the 1982 proposed rule and 1983 final rule on excess spoil fills, and excerpts from Federal Register preambles discussing state program amendments for these states: Kentucky, Ohio, New Mexico and West Virginia.
ATTACHMENTS

1. State Regulations
   A. Alabama Regulations
   B. Arkansas Regulations
   C. Colorado Regulations
   D. Illinois Regulations
   E. Indiana Regulations
   F. Kentucky Regulations
   G. Maryland Regulations
   H. Missouri Regulations
   I. New Mexico Regulations
   J. Ohio Regulations
   K. Oklahoma Regulations
   L. Pennsylvania Regulations
   M. Texas Regulations
   N. Virginia Regulations
   O. West Virginia Regulations

2. Federal Register Notices
   C. 51 FR 7262 (MARCH 3, 1986). Final rule. Kentucky program
      amendments.
      amendments.
   E. 57 Fr 27932 (JUNE 23, 1992). Final rule. New Mexico program
      amendments.
   F. 55 FR 21304 (MAY 23, 1990). Final rule. West Virginia program
      amendments.
      amendments.